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General Comment

The NRC actually uses a "waste confidence" rule that doesn't require Environmental Impact Statements in its licensing or relicensing
processes? I'm appalled!

Is that because you seriously believe the nuclear power industry cares more about the people and our planet than it does about profits?

Listen: I live next to San Onofre. That miserable, defectively criminal plant with the worst safety record of all. The one you've
thankfully shut down (temporarily).The one that also wants to start up Reactor 3 without changing what they've admitted to be
defective retainer bars. These bars are what caused the extensive tube damage in the first place! With those clowns overseeing our
safety, we're doomed!

These are the same greedy, profit-seeking criminals (a spade's a spade) that want to open other nuclear for-profit power plants
*without* having to determine the community impact of creating and storing poisonous, radioactive waste on their reactor sites.
"Don't worry, it's safe!" they tell us. Right.

There's a reason why the nuclear power industry wants a "waste confidence" rule and you know why.

So I ask you to stand up to the plate. Protect our interests by requiring individual Environmental Impact Statements from the nuclear
power industry before you grant any more licenses for new, or relicenses for mature, reactors.

Abolish the "waste confidence" (perhaps more appropriately called "wasted confidence") rule now!
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